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The effects of utilizing corpus resources to correct 
collocation errors in L2 writing – Students’ 
performance, corpus use and perceptions

Yi-ju (Ariel) Wu1

Abstract. Data-Driven Learning (DDL), in which learners “confront [themselves] 
directly with the corpus data” (Johns, 2002, p. 108), has shown to be effective in 
collocation learning in L2 writing. Nevertheless, there have been only few research 
studies of this type examining the relationship between English proficiency and 
corpus consultation. The current study intends to fill the gap by investigating 
how 140 learners of three different levels of English proficiency from Taiwan 
utilized Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA) to correct eight 
different types of collocation errors adapted from their writing. Data was obtained 
from three aspects: learners’ collocation performance, learners’ COCA use, and 
learners’ evaluation toward COCA. A mixed-methods approach that included 
quantitative statistics and qualitative interviews was used. The results showed 
that even though learners of higher English proficiency performed better when 
using corpus, learners across all proficiency levels have improved collocation 
performance by 30%. Nevertheless, even though lower proficiency learners have 
received the same amount of assistance from corpus consultation, they did not 
think corpus as helpful as their higher proficiency fellows did. Teachers should 
not restrict the use of corpus to higher proficiency learners only because lower 
proficiency can also benefit from corpus use. 
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1. Introduction

DDL, originated from Johns (1990), in which learners approach linguistic data and 
induce patterns, has shown to be effective in collocation learning. Learners are 
able to consult a corpus, induce patterns, and correct collocation errors in their L2 
writing (e.g. Kennedy & Miceli, 2010; O’Sullivan & Chambers, 2006). While most 
researchers have argued that student-led corpus consultation can benefit advanced 
learners the most (Lin, forthcoming; O’Sullivan & Chambers, 2006), there has 
been little empirical evidence to support that claim (e.g. Boulton, 2009; Tono, 
Satake, & Miura, 2014). 

The current study intends to fill the gap by investigating how 140 learners of three 
different levels of English proficiency from Taiwan utilized COCA to correct eight 
collocation errors adapted from their writing. The research questions addressed are 
as follows: 

• How are the collocations enhanced after learners of three different levels of 
English proficiency consult COCA?

• How do learners of three different English proficiency levels utilize COCA?
• How do the students reflect on their COCA use?

2. Method

2.1. Participants

The participants were non-native English speakers whose first language was 
Mandarin Chinese. Before taking part, the students had learned English for about 
eight to ten years, and their English proficiency levels spanned mostly the B1 
to B2 levels in the Common European Framework of Reference for language 
(CEFR). Students were divided into three levels as Group A (46 students, lower-
intermediate level, B1 in the CEFR), Group B (47 students, intermediate level, 
B1+ in the CEFR) and Group C (47 students, upper-intermediate level, B2 in the 
CEFR).

2.2. Research instrument and materials

First, after the corpus tutorial and collocation instruction, learners completed the 
paper-based test in which they corrected eight collocation errors and provided 
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three correct answers for each error. Table 1 shows the eight collocation errors 
adapted from their writing and were chosen based on three sets of variables: 
L1 congruency, level of difficulty, adjective+noun collocation and verb+noun 
collocation (e.g. Nesselhauf, 2003; Sun & Wang, 2003). Learners were not allowed 
to use any reference tools, which helps researchers to evaluate their original 
collocation knowledge. Afterwards, learners completed the COCA-based test, in 
which they corrected the same eight collocation errors by consulting COCA. In 
the study, learners used the ‘LIST’ function of COCA which showed the 100 most 
frequent collocates of the searched word. Learners were allowed to check other 
reference tools such as dictionaries, and they reported how many collocates 
they had clicked when checking COCA LIST functions. Learners completed the 
questionnaire regarding their corpus use after the COCA-based test. Ten students 
from three proficiency levels out of 140 subjects were chosen to videotape their 
corpus consultation and be interviewed at the end.

Table 1. Eight collocation errors in the paper-based and COCA-based tests
Collocation errors and
three sample answers

Verb+noun 
collocation or 
adjective+noun 
collocation 

Easy or 
difficult 
collocation

L1 congruency

Q1. *tall salary :high, good, nice Adj.+noun Easy L1 congruent
Q2. *produce money: 

make, earn, get
Verb +noun Easy L1 congruent

Q3. *appropriate reason :legitimate,
justifiable, compelling

Adj.+noun Difficult L1 incongruent

Q4. *destroy attempt 
:defeat, foil, thwart

Verb +noun Difficult L1 incongruent

Q5. *good desire: genuine, 
sincere, real

Adj.+noun Easy L1 incongruent

Q6. *talk concern: express, 
show, convey

Verb +noun Easy L1 incongruent

Q7. *unsatisfying desire : 
insatiable, unquenchable, 
overwhelming

Adj.+noun Difficult L1 congruent

Q8. *cancel taxes : reduce, 
eliminate, abate

Verb +noun Difficult L1 congruent

2.3. Data analysis

First, the scores from both paper-based and COCA-based tests were analyzed 
using Stata’s descriptive statistics and a regression analysis to investigate the 
differences in the learners’ scores to answer research question one about learners’ 
performance and improvement in collocation knowledge. To answer research 
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question two regarding subjects’ COCA use, the use record from the 140 subjects, 
regarding the number of collocates they had clicked on in COCA, was analyzed 
by using descriptive statistics and a regression analysis in Stata to see how the 
number of collocates checked on the COCA LIST correlated with learners’ 
performance and improvement. Also, the videotaped videos and interview were 
analyzed qualitatively to understand the qualitative corpus behavior. In addition, 
the third question regarding learners’ attitudes toward corpus use was answered by 
analyzing questionnaire results and interview results.

3. Discussion

In total, 140 subjects corrected eight collocation mistakes in the paper-based and 
COCA-based tests, so in total, 1120 question hits were produced in each test. 
First, as shown in Table 2, subjects of higher proficiency have better collocation 
performance in the COCA-based test (Chan & Liou, 2005). Likewise, when 
learners utilize corpus to learn lexico-grammatical patterns, advanced learners 
perform the best (e.g. Johns, 1991; Lin, forthcoming).

The current study further shows that the key point which makes learners of higher 
proficiency level outperform learners of lower proficiency levels is their better 
analytical and linguistic skills, rather than the better query skills (e.g. O’Sullivan 
& Chambers, 2006) or more corpus searches, because the behavior log showed 
that learners of all proficiency levels had no problem conducting corpus query 
and the frequency of corpus consultation does not differ among learners of 
different proficiency levels. 

Nevertheless, Table 2 also indicates that although learners of higher English 
proficiency outperformed learners of lower English proficiency in the COCA-
based test, learners of all three proficiency levels improved the same amount in 
collocation by 30%. This shows that to assist learners of lower proficiency in 
DDL, student-led corpus consultation can be made easier through the following 
ways, such as giving learners access to a dictionary, providing sufficient corpus 
training (e.g. Kennedy & Miceli, 2010) and offering adequate teacher support 
such as underlining the errors (e.g. Mueller & Jacobsen, 2015; Tono et al., 2014) 
to help them conquer the difficulties in corpus consultation, such as inadequate 
skills in corpus query (e.g. Charles, 2011) and unfamiliar vocabulary and 
grammar in concordance lines (e.g. Chang, 2014), as the questionnaire data also 
showed that learners of lower proficiency did not think corpus use more difficult 
compared with their high proficiency classmates in the current study. 
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Nonetheless, even though subjects of lower English proficiency improved the 
same amount compared to the higher proficiency fellows, they gave corpus use 
lower evaluation compared with learners of higher proficiency. This also aligns 
with previous studies that except for advanced learners in Yoon and Hirvela (2004) 
who showed lower motivation toward corpus use, learners of higher proficiency 
generally showed more positive feedback to DDL compared to subjects of lower 
proficiency (O’Sullivan & Chambers, 2006; Tono et al., 2014). 

Table 2. Distribution of number and percentage of answers from subjects of 
various levels in the paper-based and COCA-based test

Performance

Group A Paper-based 124 (33.96%)
COCA-based 240 (65.28%)
Improvement 116 (31.32%)

Group B Paper-based 168 (44.7%)
COCA-based 285 (76.1%)
Improvement 117 (31.4%)

Group C Paper-based 173 (46.88%)
COCA-based 293 (77.97%)
Improvement 120 (31.09%)

4. Conclusions

This paper showed that corpus consultation is beneficial for learners’ collocation 
enhancement, for both higher and lower proficiency learners, because learners 
of low proficiency have improved the similar amount as their fellows of higher 
English proficiency; but they were not aware of the efficacy corpus use has brought 
to them, as their evaluation toward the utility of COCA was statistically lower. This 
can be implied rather than restricting the corpus consultation use to learners with 
high English proficiency, as many researchers have suggested, teachers should, 
instead, be more open-minded about allowing all learners with different levels of 
English proficiency to obtain assistance from this resource.
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